WLS Central Library Study Committee
Meeting with PLDA
May 18, 2017

Initial discussion questions:

- How aware are your patrons of the Central Library as a specific entity?
- What needs does it fulfill? What needs could it fulfill?
- What resources and components of the Central Library are most important to your library/patrons?
- What current features of the Central Library do you consider not at all important to your library?
- Do you like having multiple libraries house portions of the Central Library collection?
- Should WLS provide training using Central Library funds?
- Have you experienced any problems specific to the designation of Mount Vernon Public Library as the Central Library?
- Does Westchester need a designated brick and mortar Central Library?
- How do you feel about possibly moving the Central Library designation to another member library?
- How can the Central Library better serve Westchester?

Responses may be sent to Dave Donelson, committee chair, at dave@davedonelson.com.